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Details of Visit:

Author: TCFF458
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 22 Jun 2017 11:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

A rented basement apartment in Earls Court. No issues with the actual apartment itself, or its
facilities, or its cleanliness, etc. Note, you are even expected to take your shoes off immediately
upon entering.

The Lady:

White British lady, about 5'6 to 5'8 in height, slim healthy body figure with curves in the right places,
large prominent tattoo on her back, very cheery personality. She mentioned she is from a Dutch
ancestry and resided in south Wales (has slight Welsh accent too). I would say her profile pictures,
description, and age are reasonable representations of Amy. I found most appealing her legs, bum
and flat tummy. She is quite pretty too, one reviewer on AW describes her as a near resemblance to
a young Joanna Lumley, which I would say is a fair assessment of her facial looks. Her hair is long
but not blonde, as is currently displayed in her profile pictures. For confidentiality reasons I can not
describe here what her current hair colour is. It is dyed though, and one other AW reviewer has
noted this change several months earlier too. I still found her hair colour rather interesting and nice,
even if it may not be to everyone's taste. Judging by her eyebrows she would naturally be a dark
blonde or brunette. 

The Story:

Her AW profile name is 'The Amazing Amy' and she lists as offering quite a lot of services,
especially of the PSE range. She also quotes in her AW interview as liking sex in a rough and
vigorous manner (or not afraid of it). I was interested in partaking in some of these activities with
Amy so I started my communications with her via the AW messaging system, outlining the services
and dress requirements I wanted in a potential meet. All of my requirements were confirmed by
Amy in a timely and professional manner. She is very flirty with her replies and communications,
and she also picked up on little intricate details I liked from my emails. Her flirty replies were actually
a huge turn on for me, enough to persuade me to go ahead and make a booking with her. I booked
a couple of days in advanced, with communications continuing smoothly via phone text messages
on the day to confirm appointment, etc.

Arrived about 11:05 am on the day, since both of us were running slightly late. As soon as I walked
in I was greeted by a cheery and enthusiastic Amy, dressed in a pretty skater style floral summer
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dress, who pounced on me immediately with her passionate kisses and cuddles, soon after closing
the door. This was just as how I requested in my correspondence to her and it seemed like a
promising start to a good and pleasurable meet. I was told to remove my shoes upon entering, and
was then hand led by Amy to the bedroom where we continued with our passionate kisses, cuddling
and fondling. Amy's kissing and cuddling was very deep and passionate, one of the best I have
experienced and truly unforgettable. I only wish I could have said the same about her oral / blowjob.

We continued kissing for about 5 minutes until Amy undressed me and knelt down before me to
give me an OWO blowjob. I had requested Amy for a face fucking OWO to CIM and swallow
completion in my email to her. Her flirty reply back to me was that she was "looking forward to a
hard face fuck". Unfortunately, as flirty and promising as this read, the crux of my negative
experience derived from this session. On the day it seemed like Amy wasn't so keen on receiving
CIM and / or swallowing me, and was making every effort to avoid this from happening. For
instance, her blowjob stroke technique was too inconsistent and her rhythm was no where near long
enough, or consistent enough, for me to orgasm from; Her rhythm was so short, that she would
frequently interrupt her blowjob by withdrawing my penis from her mouth only after a few strokes.
Whenever I would thrust in Amy's mouth to perform a face fuck, she would be grinding her teeth on
me which would be quite painful and off-putting. She would also frequently be choking or gagging
after a few thrusts and would therefore relieve herself from my penis, pretending to need air or
claiming that her throat was too parched (taking many / excessive drink breaks in between).
Frankly, the whole experience didn't live up to the expectations or the impression I got from Amy
through her correspondence, or from her AW interview. The whole experience was really
unpleasant and at no point was I anywhere near orgasm. I should point out that I was clean shaven
down below and freshly showered before my meet with Amy (as I always am with any other escort),
and that I am no more than average sized when fully erect. So, for all of this to happen is totally
unexpected and a first for me. I was even making every effort to adjust and tone down my thrusts,
so not to be too aggressive with Amy or to go too deep in her mouth. This effort of mine was to no
avail, and I eventually gave up on the idea of face fucking Amy since it was not getting me
anywhere. Still, I was not determined to give up at this point and I allowed Amy to perform her
blowjob on me at a pace, technique and control of her choosing / desire, whilst she was on top of
me in bed. This was in hope that I could still come off / orgasm in her mouth. Yet again, this turned
out to be a complete disappointment as Amy surprisingly continued with her shenanigans as before
(choking / gagging / water breaks, etc). Normally on my first round of oral sex I can ejaculate fairly
fast depending on how good the lady is with her oral technique, but generally within the first 5
minutes of initiation. This is the first time being with an escort (and I have been with over 100's of
escorts in my time) where I have wasted over 25 minutes of my booking time on a single blowjob
event; At no point within this time was I anywhere close to orgasm. By this point it had became very
clear and apparent that Amy was absolutely determined not to make me ejaculate in her mouth via
OWO.

Being very frustrated by this event, and not wanting to waste any further of my time, I requested to
get on top of Amy for missionary position sex; Took the rest of Amy's clothes off, on with the
condom, got on top of Amy, and got Amy to wrap her lovely legs around my hips tightly and banged
away hard and fast. Amy took this well and she felt very nice underneath me. I came quite easily
within 5 minutes from missionary position sex (compare and contrast this to my previous round of
OWO). I spent a while lying on top and inside of Amy during my recovery which was nice. Nice
whispering pillow talk too.

Spent a bit of time visiting the bathroom, and then having drinks (hot day). Got in bed again and
requested Amy to get on top of me and grind me away to get me hard for my second round. On with
the condom, with Amy duly complying to my request and getting on top of me. She actually rode me
away in cowgirl style, which was actually fun and no big deal to me; I still got hard by the time she
came and was quite glad to offer her pleasure from this too. Flipped her over to get on top of her for
another round of missionary position sex. Unfortunately, my hour was pretty much up by the time I
had switched positions in preparation for my second round of sex. No leniency offered by Amy to
making me come again even if overshooting my allocated hour, only an offer to extend my time with
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her (and hence pay more) which I refused.

Took a lengthy shower, got changed, and snogged passionately for several minutes by the front
door. The snogging went on for quite a while, certainly long enough to make me hard again, and
wander (hope) if more sex was on offer. But, no later than I had that thought Amy abruptly ended
the snogging and booted me out. What a tease.

Conclusion
For the past few days after visiting Amy I kept pondering whether I should rate this review as a
'neutral' or 'negative' rating, thinking that a negative rating may be too harsh on Amy. In all honesty,
apart from Amy's reluctance to provide me OWO to completion, there was hardly anything else that
was wrong with my meet with Amy. I really did like Amy's flirty attitude during my meet; Really did
like the missionary position sex; Her kissing and cuddling, which I mentioned is one of the best I
have experienced; Her preparation to my meeting and following my requests. To top it off, Amy is
quite stunning too with a fantastic body. The thing that eventually made me determine to rate this
review as negative is her hourly rate. Had Amy have charged below £150 an hour (which is what I
consider the average hourly going rate for escorts in London in this current climate), this review
would have been a firm 'neutral' rating. Had Amy have even kept up to her obligations, and were I to
unload (orgasm) in her mouth where she swallowed (without any of her shenanigans), I would have
probably marked this review as a 'positive' rating. But, at £350 per hour rate, I'm afraid this review
has got to be a firm negative. For someone to be charging that much for an hour's meet in this
current climate, I nor anyone else, should expect anything short of perfection in return for that sum
of money. Unfortunately, that is not what I got in return from Amy and her price was the determining
factor for me to rate this review as a 'negative'. Further to this, I have visited numerous escorts who
are also in this expensive price range category (or high class / courtesan types) who all generally
offer a non-rushed / complete satisfaction service whereby they don't mind if I overstep my allocated
hour by 5 / 10 / 15 minutes, just until they know I'm fully satisfied before leaving them. Amy in this
regard was a clock watcher and abruptly reminded me of my hour being up whilst I was on top of
her in preparation for my second round of sex, essentially killing the moment. This is one further
reason to reaffirm this review as a negative rating.
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